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79840725991

 Identity the lake which is mentioned in 

the Pithapuram inscription of Prithvisvara 

of Velanadu

3 4 Pakala is the correct The objection is incorrect. 

79840725994
Which of the following places is an 

evidence of Chalcolithic age in Andhra 
4 1 Sanganakallu The objection is incorrect.

79840725998
Who among the followed issued Junnar 

Inscription
4 3 Ushavadatta issued the inscription

The obejctions are incorrect. The question asks 

"who issued" and not about "whom the 

inscription speaks". 

79840726000
Which Ikshvaku ruler was described as 

"Sri Partavadhipathi"
3 1 Shantamula I is the correct answer The objections are incorrect. 

79840726001
Rudrapurushadatta issued which of the 

following inscriptions
1 1 Answer is reiterated There is no objection at all

79840726002

The inscription at which place records 

multiple gifts to different sections and 

institutions by the ruler
4 0 No objection is written

There is no objection at all and the given 

option is correct

79840726004

Which of the following contains writings 

by women
3 0 Translation is wrong

The objection is incorrect. There is no problem 

in translation. Given option is correct

79840726005 The text "Yogasara" was written by 1 3 Konda Kundacharya is correct The objection is incorrect. 

79840726010
Which inscription mentioned about 

Kakatiyas for the first time
1 2 Bayyaram is the correct answer The objection is incorrect. 

79840726011
Kakatiyas where subordinate to which 

dyansaty 
4 1,2 & 3 Other options are also correct The obejctions are incorrect. 

79840726013
Who among the following used the title 

"Rayagaja Kesari"
3 1, 2 Ganapathi deva is also correct

The objection stating option 1 is correct is not 

correct. However option 2 is also correct. 

Correct options are 2 and 3.

79840726015
The early  history of Satavahana family 

was not mentioned in 
4 2 Dhwatrimsatupttalika is correct

The obejctions are incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 
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79840726019
Which Reddy rules assumed the title, 

"Rachur Durgavibhala"
1 3 Anavema reddy is also correct The obejctions are incorrect. 

79840726022
During Vijyayanagar rule, viprvinodins 

were a sect or
4 1 Weavers is the correct answer The objection is incorrect. 

79840726023

Who among the following observed the 

prevalence of Sati Practice in 

Vijayanaga
4 1, 2, & 3 The other options are also correct

Correct options are 1, 3 & 4 i.e Conti,  Barbosa 

and Nuniz

79840726026

In which place Dutch East India 

Company established its first factory in 

Andrha Desa

2 1, 4 First and Fourth options are correct
The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 

79840726027

Name the Sub-Collector of 

Rajahmundry who opened Anglo-

vernacular schools at several places in 

Andhra

4 2 Reverend Noble The obejctions are incorrect. 

79840726028
In which year American Baptist Mission 

was established in Andhra
1 0 In 1835, it was established in Jammalamadugu

The objection is incorrect. But, the question 

has no correct answer because ABM started 

mission in Nellore in 1940. Question is deleted

79840726030
Which of the following journals was 

started by Veeresalingam
2 1, 3 & 4 The other options are also corrrect.

The objections are incorrect. The options do 

not contain full names. Hence, given option is 

correct

79840726032
In which place peoplve revolted against 

English againt their forest policies
3 1 The correct answer is Rekapalli The objection is correct. The correct option is 1

79840726033

Which organiztion took active part in 

organizing Bipin Chandra Pal's tour of 

Rajahmundry

1 4 Rajhamundry Students' Association The obejctions are incorrect. 

79840726035

Identify the person, who was the 

president of National College, 

Machilipatnam founded in 1910

4 1, 3 Option 1 is correct. Option 2 is correct The obejctions are incorrect. 

79840726041
In which year the Socialist party its 

Andhra Branch
4 0 1935 is the correct answer

The objections are incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 



79840726042

Who among the following from Guntur 

wrote series of articles in Hindu paper 

“On the present position of the Telugu 

people”

1 3 Seshagiri rao is the correct answer The objections are incorrect. 

79840726044

The President of the First Andhra 

Mahasabha held at Bapatla in 1913 

opposed the idea of separate Andhra 

State. What is his name

2 1 and 4
Ramachandra Rao and Nyapati Subba Rao are 

correct

The objections are incorrect. The question is on 

"president" who opposed idea of separate 

Andhra. 

79840726045

In which year B.N. Sharma introduced a 

resolution in the Central Legislative 

Assembly on Linguistic reorganization of 

States

2 1 1917 is the correct answer The objection is incorrect. 

79840726046

Who among the following opposed 

separate state for Andhras once he 

became Chief Minister of Madras State 

in 1932

4 1, 2, and 3
Other options are also correct. Also, the name 

is Raja of Bobbili

Only Bobbili Raja was CM of Madras State in 

1932. The objection on name is also incorrect 

because he was popularly known as "Bobbili 

Raja". The objections are incorrect

79840726052

On which date in 1953, the States 

Reorganization was set up by 

Government of India
3 2 ,4 Other options are correct

The objections are incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 



79840726053

In which year B.Ramakrishna Rao the 

Chief Minister of Hyderabad State,  a 

strong advocate of Telangana State 

changed his stand and suggested 

immediate merger of Telangana with 

Andhra

3 4
1956 is correct answer. He supported in the 

"peddamanushala oppandamu". 

The objection is incorrect. He announced in 

1955 after the Chief Ministers' conference. 

79840726054

Who founded Vartamana 

Vyavaaharikandhra Bhasha Parivartaka 

Samajam?

1 2 Gidugu Ramamurthy is correct option
The obejction is incorrect. Given option is 

correct

79840726058

The Srikakulam armed struggle took 

place during
4 0 1967-70 is correct period The objection is incorrect. 

79840726059
The Andhra Pradesh led by one of the 

following a bill on land reforms
3 1 Damodaram Sanjivayya passed the bill

The objection is incorrect. Given option is 

correct. 

79840726066

 The following expenditure shall be 

charged on the consolidated fund of 

India, except

4 1 Debt charges  i.e GOI  are not charged on CFI key is correct. Article 112 (3)

79840726067
Regarding the money bill all of the 

following are correct, except
4 2 Ramdas Athawale vs. Union of India case

Key is correct. the reffered case is on 

Parlamentari procedure.

79840726068

 All following statements regarding the 

privileges of Parliament members are 

correct except 

4 2 Freedom of attendence as witness Key is correct. objection is not valid 

79840726072

 Which of the following States has more 

than one Member of Parliament in the 

Lok Sabha

1 1 & 3 Sikkim state as more than one loksabha seat 
Among the given options Meghalaya has more 

than one seat. Key is correct

79840726073
 How many States in India are Bicameral 

in their governance structure
2 3 7 States with Bicameral legislative. Objection is valid. Correct answer is 3

79840726076

 Which one among the following is not 

guaranteed by the Constitution of India 

as a fundamental right?

3 4
Freedom to practice         are purpose is also 

correct
Key is correct. Article 19(g)



79840726081

 How many days does the British 

parliament took to pass the Indian 

Independence Bill and for bringing it into 

force 

2
No correct 

answer
27 day's No correct answer in options. Key is correct.July 4 th to July 18 1947. 

79840726082
 The most outstanding characteristic of 

the Indian Independence Act was that
1 2 The act was passed with theConstitution.

Key is correct. Constistituent Assembly was 

constituted Later.

79840726083

 Indian Constitution allows to acquire 

foreign territories. In this regard, out of 

the following statements identify the 

correct one?

2
No correct 

answer

Acquistion is according to foundamental 

orders and are not governed by I  
Key is correct. 

79840726084

 Which Article of the Indian Constitution 

provides for a decent standard of life and 

full enjoyment of leisure and social and 

cultural opportunities?

4 1 Article 39 Key is Correct

79840726085

 The 73rd Amendment Act which was 

brought into force in 1993 added 

following number of articles to the Indian 

Constitution. 

4 2 Nine Articals are added Key is Correct. Article 243 to 243(O)

79840726086
 The person who got the highest majority 

in Presidential elections till now is
3

No correct 

answer
Rajendra Prasad has got Highest majarity 

Key is correct. KR Narayanan got 

8,96,659,votes.

79840726087
The doctrine of “Paramountcy” is a legal 

principle:
1 3

It explains law making authority of Central 

Government
Key is correct. 

79840726088

 With regard to officers of All India 

Services, choose the correct answer from 

the following

1
No option is 

correct
President has the authority

Key is correct. President of India is part of 

Union Government

79840726090

 Regarding the amendment of the 

Constitution all following statements are 

correct, except

4 4 & 1 are correct
Parliament can not amend the basic structure 

of the constitution

Objection is valid. Option 1 & option 4 both are 

correct 

79840726091
With regards to fundamental rights, all 

statements below are correct, except
4 Key is Correct. Article 22(a)

79840726092

 Which of the following Articles of the 

Indian Constitution explain about the 

citizenship?

1 2 Article 6 to 8 Key is correct. 



79840726094
 All statements below related to 

Fundamental Rights are correct except
1 1 & 3 Article 19(1) (f) was omitted

Objection is valid. Article 19(1)(f) was omitted 1 

& 3 are correct. 

79840726095
 Which of the following is not the 

Supreme Court’s evolution ?
4 3 Removol of Honcuffs Objection is Not valid. Key is correct.

79840726096
 Which one of the following is not a 

Constitutional Body?
3

NCBC s is been made into a consitutional body 

123 amendment 

Key is correct.The 123 amendment is not 

completed

79840726097
 All following statements regarding 

Backward Classes are correct, except?
1 3

For Telugu version, it is typed has STs instead 

of SCs in option 3 hence it is also wrong

There is a variation in third option between 

English and Telugu version. Therefore for 

candidates, who attempted in English the 

correct option would be 1. For candiates, who 

attempted in Telugu, the correct options would 

be 1 & 3

79840726103

Regarding the Comptroller and Auditor 

General, out of the given below, choose 

the wrong answer.

1 2 The form of CAG is six years is wrong. Key is correct.

79840726104

 The period between the prorogation of  

Parliament and its reassembly in a new 

session is termed

4 1 It"s called adjournment. Key is correct.

79840726105

 If a person incurs any of the 

disqualifications mentioned in Article 

102, his seat will there upon be

1 3 Vacant on the recommendation of EC. Objection is valid.  Correct answer is 3. 

79840726111

 If any member of a State Legislature has 

become subject to any of the 

disqualifications mentioned in Art 192, 

the question shall be referred to

2 4 Speaker of the concerned State Assembly.
Key is correct.  Thequestion is on the reference 

and not on how the decision is taken.  

79840726113

 In case the Union Cabinet requests the 

President for the Joint Sitting of the 

Parliament to pass a Bill and President in 

his discretion does not summon a Joint 

Sitting

3 4 The President has no such power. Key is correct.  

79840726114

 With regard to the administration of 

Scheduled and Tribal areas, all following 

statements are correct, except

2 4 Parliament by ordinary legislatioin can alter. Key is correct.



79840726115

 Regarding the appellate jurisdiction of 

the Supreme Court all statements are 

correct, except

4 3 S.C.power to grant SLP is limited.
Key is Correct. Article 136 of Indian 

Constitution.

79840726119

 In which year “None of the above” 

(NOTA)button was introduced in 

Electronic Voting Machines

4 2 2014 Key is Correct

79840726120

 Regarding the Election Commission of 

India, all following statements are 

correct, except

1 CEC has costing vote Key is correct

79840726123

 Which Article of the Indian Constitution 

empowers the Parliament to regulate the 

rights of the citizens

1 4
Article 11 deals with rights of      citizenship the 

question is on rights of citizen

Objection is valid . The question is deleted as 

the question is incorrectly framed

79840726124
 The correct form of the address for the 

President of India is
4 2 There is change in the proto col. Is honor.

Objection is valid Correct answer is 2 as per the 

latest change in protocol

79840726132

 What option can be exercised by the 

Government and Legislature,when they 

do not like a decision of the Supreme 

Court.

3 4 SCs  decision is final i.e NJAC Key is Correct.

79840726135

During the period of ruling, the ruling 

party makes use of the following to win 

the voters in their favour, except

4 2 Government Servents Key is Correct.

79840726136

Which of the following bodies concerned 

with Inter State relations are 

Constitutional bodies

3 2 Inter-state Council 
Objection is valid .Correct  option is  2 Article 

263.

79840726140

Locate the Constitutional power which 

enabled the Central government to 

Legislate on caw slaughter

4 3 Entry 17 of list 3

Key is correct. Article 48 deals with caw 

slaughter. Entry 17 of list 3 deals with 

prevention of cruelty to animals.

Note

Sd/-

Secretary

As it can be identified, which candidate attempt a question in Telugur or English, if there is variation is options between both versions, the options for each version are 

taken accordingly. That means, if a candidate attempted a question in Telugu, the correct options for Telugu version would be considered and if a candidate 

attempted a question in English, correct options in English would be considered, whereever there is a difference between both versions


